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Prom 2010 brings several changes
Dance organizers Plan new location, uPscale menu 
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searching for college
while seniors prepare for graduation, 
juniors begin the final push for acceptance
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Arlingtonian is a student-produced newsmagazine published approximately every four weeks 
by Journalism III-A students. The publication has been established as a public forum for student 
expression and for the discussion of issues of concern to its audience. It will not be reviewed or 
restrained by school officials prior to publication or distribution.

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student expression, the editorial board, which consists of the staff’s 
top editors, will determine the content of the newsmagazine and all unsigned editorials; therefore, 
material may not necessarily reflect the opinions or policies of Upper Arlington school officials. The 
views stated in editorials represent that of a majority of the editorial board. No single member of the 
editorial board can be held responsible for editorial content decisions. Signed columns or reviews 
represent only the opinion of the author.

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the editor, guest columns and news releases from faculty, 
administrators, community residents, students and the general public. We ask that letters to the 
editor and guest columns be 300 words or less, contain the author’s name and address, and be sent to 
Arlingtonians@yahoo.com.

The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right to withhold a letter or column and return it for 
more information if it determines the piece contains items of unprotected speech as defined by this 
policy. Letters will be edited for spelling and grammar and checked for verification.

Should a letter contain errors in fact, excessive grammatical errors or be too long, it will be returned 
to the author for resubmission. Deadlines for letters and columns will be no later than two weeks before 
the next publication date.

As a public forum, all letters and columns meeting the above criteria will be posted in full on the 
Arlingtonian web site at www.Arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four weeks. The editorial board may 
also select items to be printed in full or in part for its monthly issue.

The editor or co-editor of the staff chooses the voting membership of the board from that year’s top 
editors; however, the board must include at least one quarter of the staff, including the editor, managing 
editor, copy editor and business manager. Editorial board meetings are required for board members. 
Others are welcome to attend.

Online media produced by Arlingtonian are entitled to the same protections, and subject to the same 
freedoms and responsibilities, as media produced for print publication. As such they will not be subject 
to prior review or restraint.

Student journalists may use online media to report news and information, to communicate with 
other students and individuals, to ask questions of and consult with experts and to locate material to 
meet their newsgathering and research needs.

Arlingtonian and its staff are protected by and bound to the principles of the First Amendment 
and other protections and limitations afforded by the Constitution and the various court decisions 
implementing those principles.

Arlingtonian and its staff will strive to publish only legally protected speech following the legal 
definitions for libel, obscenity and invasion of privacy. The staff will also refrain from printing stories 
that create a material disruption of school activities. Specific definitions for the above instances of 
unprotected speech can be found in Law of the Student Press.

Because the Arlingtonian staff will determine content of the publication, it will therefore also take 
complete legal and financial responsibility for what is printed. Staff members will strive to correct any 
error before publication; however, if the editorial board determines a significant error is printed, a 
formal correction will appear in the following issue.

The adviser of Arlingtonian will not act as a censor or determine the content of the paper. The adviser 
will offer advice and instruction, following the code of ethics set forth for advisers by the Journalism 
Education Association. The adviser will help the staff cover all issues in a legal, objective, accurate 
and ethical manner, according to the Canons of Professional Journalism developed by the Society for 
Professional Journalists. The Canons of Professional Journalism include a code of ethics concerning 
accuracy, responsibility, integrity, conflict of interest, impartiality, fair play, freedom of the press, 
independence, sensationalism, personal privacy, obstruction of justice, creditability and advertising.

In case questions arise over specific copy as defined within this policy, the advice of a 
communications attorney from the Student Press Law Center is recommended.

Arlingtonian will not avoid publishing a story solely on the basis of possible dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays all printing and production costs through advertising sales, 

subscriptions and other fund raisers.
Arlingtonian will accept all advertisements with signed contracts provided they do not advocate 

illegal activity for minors and are not racist, sexist, and/or otherwise in poor taste, as determined by the 
editorial board. In cases involving political advertising, efforts will be made to solicit all points of view. 
The ultimate decision for all advertising rests with the Arlingtonian editorial board.

The editor or co-editors shall interpret and enforce this editorial policy.
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Now accepting patients in our new location.

1234 Old Henderson Road ∙ Columbus, OH 43220
Phone: 614-268-9443 ∙ www.georgewickdds.com

Call for an appointment today!

George P. Wick, DDS
Family & Cosmetic Dentistry
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TThe majority of students at UAHS wait 
with eagerness and excitement for the event 
marked by elegant ball gowns, spiffy tuxedos, 
and stretch limousines. An event highly 
anticipated by upper and underclassmen 
alike, prom will be the highlight of many 
students’ spring season.

However, proms of years’ past have failed 
to live up to the high expectations of some 
upperclassmen, leaving them disappointed 
and hopeful  for more. With this in mind, the 
junior class officers are working diligently to 
make this year’s prom the best the students 
have ever seen.

Junior class president Mikey Huntley 
discussed the plans that have already been 
put in place for prom and explained that 
many preparations are still undecided. 

 “[The] theme is yet to be decided,” he 
said. “And ticket price depends on how much 
money we have left, but we can’t yet give a 
clear estimate on how much that might be.”

Huntley added that various changes have 
been made to accommodate to the large 
number of attendees and better accentuate 
the mood of the evening. For example, this 
year’s prom will be held in a new location. 

“The prom this year is going to be at 
the Greater Columbus Convention Center 
downtown,” he said. “Parking and limo traffic 
should be easy and convenient, and the room 
it will take place in has just been renovated 
and is large and accommodating.” 

As the organizers make arrangements for 
the dance, senior Devon Meyer said he hopes 
the prom planners acknowledge the issues of 
last year’s prom and work to improve them 
for this year’s. 

“I hope that [they] can figure out how to 
fix the problems that there were last year,” 
Meyer said. “The food was absolutely awful, 
the dance floor was a bit too small, and there 
were practically no slow songs.”

Junior Zhanna Zoretic, who attended 
prom last year with an upperclassman 
date, said the food offered at the dance 
was disappointing. With mashed potatoes 
followed by tacos, the choices were random 
and did not come together as a proper meal 
for such an event. 

“The food didn’t flow well for each 
course,” Zoretic said. “They should let us go 
out to dinner ourselves. Or, if they had only 
dessert, that would be good too.” 

Huntley addressed the food issue and 
noted that student government has settled 
on a new catering company.

“The food will be catered by the 
Convention Center’s caterer,” he said. “The 
junior class cabinet heard from last year’s 
prom attendees that food was a major 
concern, so we’re working to make sure 
that there will be a bigger variety of more 
versatile and appropriate food this year.”

Although the junior class officers 
ultimately decide on the prom plans, Meyer 
and Zoretic each have various ideas that 
could better the dance and make it a more 
memorable and enjoyable experience for all 
who attend. 

“I think they should get a bigger 
dance floor—one that could fit the entire 
population of the prom would be desirable,” 
Meyer said. 

Meyer also suggested that the music 
selections could be improved in order to 
correspond with the overall atmosphere of a 
typical prom.

“They should make at least 10 to 15 
percent of the songs slow,” he said. “For 
the other dances, it’s understandable for 
the songs to be more upbeat, but prom 
is almost always a more formal, intimate 
dance, and the music played should 
represent that.”

    Despite the drawbacks of last year’s 
dance, both Meyer and Zoretic look 
forward to May 3 with hopes that the 
high expectations of prom goers will be 
met this year. 

“I’m looking forward to the location,” 
Meyer said. 

 Like Meyer, Zoretic is eagerly 
anticipating many aspects of this year’s 
dance, especially the general details that 
every good prom should have. 

“I’m excited for the music and to see what 
fun theme they come up with,” she said. 

Keeping in mind what the student body 
hopes for in the dance, Huntley and the 
junior class officers are working to make 
prom a step up from last year.  And with a 
new location and caterer, May 3 should be 
nothing less than unforgettable. 

 “We’re trying to get input from some 
of our peers as to what they would like 
to see at prom this year so that we can 
do our best to cater to what the majority 
of students will want to see at prom,” 
Huntley said. “It should definitely be a 
great experience.”    

as prom 2010 approaches, 
organizers and attendees discuss 
hopes, excitement, preparations 
victoriaslater ‘12

let’s dance!
photo courtesy jansundstedt, stock.xchange

dressed in beautiful gowns 
and sophisticated tuxedos, 
students enjoy their prom 
night. this year, students 
can expect a different menu 
and new location.
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TTranscripts, teacher recommendations, 
standardized testing, early decision, rolling 
admissions, waiting. 

And then the verdict—accepted, rejected, 
deferred or waitlisted.

The seniors of UAHS are intimately 
familiar with these terms. They have spent the 
last months of their lives deeply entrenched in 
the world of college admissions.

To the underclassmen at the school, it 
may seem as if these seniors are speaking a 
different language altogether. Soon enough, 
however, these same juniors, sophomores 
and freshmen will reach their own senior 
year. At that time they, too, will usher in a 

new chapter of their lives and be privy to the 
college admissions scene.

Today’s Standards
Students today simply cannot afford 

to make presumptions. Even with perfect 
grades and flawless test scores, students are 
no longer guaranteed admission.

In an interview with U.S. News & World 
Report in an article titled College: Getting A 
Nose in the Door by Elizabeth Weiss Green, 
the dean of admissions at University of 
Pennsylvania, Lee Stetson, stated just how 
competitive the admissions process has 

become in recent years.
“The harsh reality is that 80 percent of 

the students are applying to 20 percent of 
the colleges, and that’s making it much more 
selective than it maybe even needs to be,” he said.

UAHS has a reputation characterized 
by rigorous coursework and unofficially 
expressed as having an exceptionally 
successful student body, according to college 
counselor Mark Davis. 

“[UAHS] is respected for its quality of 
instruction and this is reflected by student 
admissions to college,” Davis said.

Davis also said students are prepared for 
college when they arrive.

ceriturner ’12 & victoriaslater ‘12

as seniors finalize college plans, they are able to share  
their experiences and seasoned advice with underclassmen

Flagging the 
College Path

photo by nicolewagner

various pennants hang 
in the college center to 
show the diversity of Ua 
students’ matriculation. 
93 percent of the class of 
2009 went on to a college 
or university last fall.
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“[Students who graduated from UAHS] find 
college work to be no harder than high school if 
not easier in most cases,” Davis said. “The vast 
majority of students are well prepared for college.”

According to the college center, 93 percent 
of the class of 2009 matriculated to a college 
or university last fall. As the class of 2010 
reaches the end of its senior year, they find 
themselves looking back and reflecting over 
their experiences, in particular the college 
admissions process. 

Arguably, each senior has his or her own 
personal regrets about their transcripts, test 
scores, extracurricular activities or volunteer 
work they submitted to college. Conversely, if 
given the chance to “redo” the entire process, 
there are some things each senior would choose 
not to change.

 The Need  
to Succeed

Although college admissions today is  both a 
vigorous and fiercely competitive process, three 
decades ago it was a mere walk in the park.

 In 1976, the University of Pennsylvania 
received about 6,200 applications and accepted 
nearly 60 percent, according to its web site. 
Yet, for its class of 2011, the university received 
22,646 applicants and accepted a heart-
breakingly low 16 percent, which is just over 
3,500 total students.

These dizzying statistics are the source of 
fierce competition between students. Ashley 
Kopf, admissions counselor at Wittenberg 
University in Springfield, Ohio, oversees 
countless students’ admissions. Kopf said she is 
sympathetic to the emotions of students.

“Kids are all over the place emotionally 
during this process. They’re nervous, excited, 
and overwhelmed all at once,” Kopf said.

As Davis said, UAHS students are well prepared 
for college. They are part of a school district with 
over a 97 percent graduation rate. But some may 
feel a sense of exasperation when applying to 
colleges as a result of today’s intense exclusivity.

In Upper Arlington, a school district where 
achievement is everything, students can find it 
difficult to distinguish themselves from their peers.

Senior Daniel Adams, who is captain of the 
crew team and is enrolled in multiple IB and 
AP courses, said that UAHS seems much more 
competitive than other schools in the region.

“To simply be noticed you need to perform 
at a much higher level,” he said. 

Adams described the admissions process in 
general as nerve-racking.

Students like Adams, however, are by no 
means in short supply. Senior Hana Rovin, 
who is also enrolled in a variety of higher-level 
courses, said she still doesn’t feel like a standout 
against her peers.

“At UA, lots of students take AP or IB 
classes,” Rovin said. “Those same students are 
also active in clubs and sports, all of which look 
good on college applications.” 

According to Davis, students should in no 
way feel discouraged, despite this competition. 

 “Each individual generates a unique picture 
and colleges look for those that fit their campus 
the best,” Davis said.

Mary Cameron, an Upper Arlington  parent, 
said she too does not believe acceptance should 
be an issue for UAHS students.

“Each student is unique and brings strengths 
that make them stand out on their own merit,” 
she said.

The Reality of 
College Applications

According to U.S. News & World Report 
article titled The Art of Selling Yourself by Vicky 
Hallett, students should approach applications 
as a way to show off themselves.

“College applications aren’t just a litany of 
boring questions, although they can seem that 
way,” Hallett said. “They’re your opportunity to 
tell your story—and it’s your job to make sure 
that story stands out. Sure, it can help to have 
medaled in the Olympics or published a novel 
(although not a plagiarized one). But you don’t 
need a mind-blowing accomplishment to get 
colleges to notice your fabulosity.” 

Hallett went on to say that colleges are more 
concerned about the continuation of hard work 
once arriving on campus.

“[A student] just needs to prove [he or she] 
has made valuable contributions inside the 
classroom and out—and will continue to do so 
if accepted,” Hallett said.

According to Hallett, transcripts may 
seem like a simple list of grades, but to college 
administrations and admissions personnel, 
transcripts are a way to find out exactly who 
each student is. It is critical to understand how 
important a message the transcript sends. 

Senior Elisabeth Martin said she has always 
had a strong transcript.

“[My classes] show colleges that I have 
worked hard and that I am dedicated to my 
studies,” she said.

Nevertheless, she has some regrets.
“I really wish I had been accepted [to 

Planning 
Ahead 

regular DeCiSiOn:
Submit an application typically by early 
January and receive a decision in early april. 
You can apply to other colleges and wait 
until may 1st to accept.

rOlling aDmiSSiOn: 
applications reviewed when received., 
so you usually receive an answer quicker. 
decisions are made throughout the 
admission cycle.

early aCtiOn: 
You apply early, usually by nov. 1, and hear 
back between mid-december and February. 
it is non-binding.

early DeCiSiOn i: 
this is a binding application. if you get in 
and the financial aid package is satisfactory, 
you are required to enroll. colleges ask 
that you have only one early decision 
application pending at a time. if admitted 
early decision, you must withdraw any 
other applications. application deadline: 
usually nov. 1. notification: mid-to-late 
dec. in general, an enrollment deposit is 
due two to three weeks after acceptance.

early DeCiSiOn ii:
Some colleges have two rounds of early 
decision. Second-round deadlines are in 
January, with mid-February notification.

Single-CHOiCe early aCtiOn:
a few ultraselect colleges restrict early 
action applicants to a single choice. the 
expectation is that you do not apply early 
elsewhere until after you hear back. You have 
until may 1st to give your final answer.

college admissions terms and 
types of deadlines explained

photo illustration by nicolewagner
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National Honors Society],” she said. “Also I 
wish I had been a National Merit Scholar.”    

National competitions, such as the Intel 
Science Search, and national recognitions, 
like the National Merit Scholar and National 
Honors Society, serve as “gold stars” on 
students’ applications, that help them stand 
out from the rest, according to U.S. News & 
World Report’s 2009 edition of “America’s 
Best Colleges.” Success at a national level 
proves to colleges that students are worthy 
of the grades and honors earned at their area 
high schools. Taking high-level courses, of 
course, sends a strong positive message to 
colleges as well. 

Adams has been consistently involved in 
high-level classes throughout his middle and 
high-school careers.

“[Taking higher-level courses] allows me 
to showcase my abilities and work ethic,” 
Adams said.

In The Art of Selling Yourself,  Vicky Hallett 
reports that Jess Lord, who is the dean of 
admissions and financial aid at Haverford 
College, said that academic record is a vital 
part of the admissions process.

“It’s not just grades, but increased rigor of 
classes and growth in a certain area,” Lord said.

Science-oriented Adams, who is enrolled 
in both AP Chemistry and Honors Organic 
Chemistry this year, said that he regrets that 
he refrained from taking AP Physics.

“[Science] has always been interesting 
to me and it would have helped in my other 
higher-level science courses,” he said.

The X-Factors
Modern colleges are keen on standardized 

testing. For most students, the optimal 
time to begin practicing and preparing for 
standardized testing is the summer before 
their junior year.

Unless you are “extremely self-disciplined 
or a rare soul who enjoys standardized 
tests, a little outside motivation may help,” 
according to U.S. News & World Report’s 
2009 edition of “America’s Best Colleges.” 

Some students might want to consider 
investing in preparation software or 
a tutor, because when test scores are 
released, it’s disappointing if students fall 
short of their expectations.

Senior Nick Cameron is one student 
for whom actual performance fell short of 
theoretical performance.

“Even though my ACT scores were 

average [for the nation], I wish I would have 
performed better,” he said.

The quality and the caliber of students’ 
grades are obviously a key factor in 
determining admission to any given college. 
Beyond grades, though, lies another 
important determining factor in the admission 
process. Extracurricular activities, large or 
small, are another indicator to colleges. 

Rovin is also involved in several 
extracurricular activities outside UAHS, 
including a longstanding dedication to 
dance. Rovin also volunteers regularly with 
local organizations.

“Community service, sports and clubs 
are all important because [involvement] 
shows the college that you will involve 
yourself in the community and be a part of 
the college you attend,” Rovin said.

However, if given the opportunity, 
Rovin said she would vamp up her 
involvement in extracirriculars.

“I wish I could have put more effort 
into joining clubs. My dream application 
would definitely include lots of clubs and 
[additional] community involvement,” 
Rovin said.

Extracurricular activities demonstrate 
and sometimes accentuate students’ skills. 

Martin is captain of the crew team and 
said extracurriculars are important for 
college transcripts.

“I think being a part of after school 
activities is important because it 
demonstrates a student’s ability to balance 
school with other activities and shows they 
know how to have fun,” Martin said.

Extracurricular activities also have the 
ability to detract from less than flawless 
grades. Senior Katherine Tedesco will be 
attending Marietta College in southeast 
Ohio come fall. Over the last four years, 
Tedesco has rowed crew four seasons and 
been involved in various school clubs, such 

as German Club.
“Even though my grades aren’t perfect, 

my extracurriculars are unique and helped 
me out at admissions,” Tedesco said.

Volunteering in particular gives 
applicants an edge, according to the 
2009 “America’s Best Colleges.” Cameron 
agrees with this assessment of the 
importance of volunteering.

“Colleges want to see if you gave back 
to those who may not have the same 
opportunities,” he said.

Students who volunteer and give back to 
their community and to the less fortunate 

demonstrate to colleges how important an 
addition they would be to campus.

Along with volunteering, showing 
interest in just a few extracurriculars may 
be better than over-involvement, Hallett 
wrote. The Common Application, an 
application used by hundreds of colleges, 
leaves only seven slots for seven passions. 
Colleges only supply seven spots for a 
reason. Two or three significant activities 
are much more impressive than casual 
membership in a dozen clubs. Students 
need to be careful not to overload on 
extracurricular activities.

“It’s not so much what or how much 
you do, but how passionate you are about 
it—an indicator for the kind of energy you’ll 
devote to extracurricular pursuits at college,” 
“America’s Best Colleges” reported. “Pick 
one or two activities and stick with them—
don’t overdo, especially if your grades start 
slipping. If you’re not interested in anything 
in particular, find that one activity you can 
do, and make sure you do it well.”

The End Nears
It’s April.
College acceptance letters are flying 

out to their recipients, who are waiting 
with aching anticipation.

However stressful the final stage of 
waiting can be, students’ entire process 
will be much more enjoyable and simple if 
they begin preparation for college early. It’s 
important to stay organized and on top of 
deadlines. If the entire college admissions 
process is handled responsibly, senior year 
will end up to be the best of any given 
student’s high school career.

And what’s the most important thing 
to remember?

One day, it will all be over.   

““80 percent of the students are 
applying to 20 percent of the 
colleges, and that’s making it 
much more selective than it 
maybe even needs to be.

Dean of admissions at the 
university of pennsylvania,

 lee Stetson
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georgekankia ’11

Spring fun, anyone?
sunshine, warm weather and fun activities are here for all to savor. the dark and snowy days are 
finally melting away, leaving green grass, freshly budding trees, the joy of warm weather and 
fun activities people simply can’t ignore. Find your roller blades and running shoes, because 
outdoor activities are once again a regular part of your life.

photo courtesy columbuszoo

Baby elephant Beco (Bee-co) running around at the 
columbus Zoo months before his first birthday.  
Beco is one of eight elephants at the zoo. 

photo by nicolewagner

Senior mark mcclain shreads the parking lot after 
school on a sunny, spring day. longboarding is a fun 
activity for mark during the spring time. 

photo courtesy pierreamerlynck, stock.xchange

a Frisbee golfing enthusiast aims for Basket 4. the 
discs used in frolfing are smaller and heavier than 
normal frisbees. 

Frolfing along 
the river

carving 
concrete waves

where the 
wild things are

A SAA big spring time attraction in UA is 
Frisbee golfing or “frolfing.” This activity is 
all the fun of golfing and throwing around a 
Frisbee in one activity. The closest Frisbee 
Golf Course is off Riverside Drive next to 
Hoover Park. 

 Junior Andrew Pottschmidt is one of UA’s 
many avid Frisbee golfers. He said he enjoyed 
the physical aspect of the game as well as the 
popularity of Frisbee golf, also called disc golf.

“What I really like about this sport is that 
so many people love it,” Pottschmidt said. “It’s 
also good exercise for people who don’t do 
spring sports.” 

Pottschmidt said he is toying with the idea 
of starting a club.

“Last spring, up to 20 guys would go 
every day after school, and it was fun seeing 
everybody playing the same game,” he said. 
“I’m thinking about starting a Frisbee Golf 
Club because it could be really popular.”

The sport is easy enough to learn for nearly 
any age. Disc Golf Mart on Riverside Drive  . 
is the closest store selling the discs needed for 
this game, with prices ranging from $10-20. 

Consider trying out disc golf with a friend 
sometime this spring. 

Another fun activity at UAHS is the 
extreme hobby of longboarding. Freshman 
Robbie Baskent longboards in his free time. He 
said  he makes the best out of his surroundings 
despite the undesirable Ohio terrain.

“It’s hard trying to find places to slalom  
around here. I never had this problem a 
couple years ago when I lived in Newport, 
California. ” Baskent said. “But, overall I still 
enjoy longboarding after the long winters 
here in Ohio.” 

 Even though this activity is an official 
sport in some places like Australia and 
California,  longboarding in Ohio is just a 
hobby. That is probably because conditions 
for longboarding in the mostly flat state 
are not ideal. Longboards require hills and 
steep roads that provide good speed for this 
extreme sport. Without the means to excel, 
longboarding is not much more than a fun 
pastime for most students. 

The best stores in UA for longboards are 
Alpha Sport on Henderson Road and Black 
Sheep on High Street. The prices can range 
from $100 to $300. It can be a substantial 
amount of money, but it’s worth the thrill 
that longboarding has to offer. 

Some of central Ohio’s best features are 
the fun activities at the Zoo and the exciting 
animal exhibits. The Columbus Zoo and 
Aquarium is a great spring attraction. 

Say hello to Beco (BEE-co), and celebrate 
the baby elephant’s first birthday party. Last 
spring, the adorable baby elephant was born 
at the zoo and  can now be visited. 

For more fun activities at the zoo, join 
the hunt for eggs during the annual Eggs, 
Paws and Claws event this spring. It will be 
on April 3 with entertainment and spring-
themed activities from Galaxy Games and 
Golf.  Be sure not to miss out this year.

Soon after that on April 25, there 
will be a Zoo and Ohio State University 
Baseball Mash Up during the OSU vs. 
Penn State baseball game. Come cheer on 
the OSU baseball team while taking part 
in zoo activities like live animal displays  
and zoo games. 

Don’t forget that Zoombezi Bay 
Waterpark opens May 29 and the summer 
fun only starts there. Find out about 
Columbus Zoo and Aquariums today at 
columbuszoo.org. Visit the Bay web site, 
zoombezibay.com, for more info.     
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